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St Clarets GFC: Take me to the river and wash me down

Daly’s diminutive dilemma
Come in Comer
St Clarets fans concerned
with the whereabouts of
stay-away defender Niall
Comer, were this week
relieved to hear that the
young starlet is alive and
well and living by the sea.
Sadly, when he was spotted, he was clinging to a
life raft, drifting aimlessly
in the middle of the Atlantic (below).

Cavan lothario Phil Daly has
failed to dampen rumours that
he is about to ditch his St Clarets career in exchange for a
shot at stardom in Hollywood.
The high-fielding Claretian, still
reeling from the recent “Snow
White” scandal which The Echo
broke some weeks ago, is reported to have spent several
days at a secret location in west
London, auditioning for the
role of Moses Hightower in the
upcoming sequel to the blockbusting franchise Police Academy.

So that’s why he hasn’t
posted on Facebook recently!

Working hard: Daly along with another of his diminutive beauties
Producers are keen to try and re
-ignite the on screen chemistry
that existed between the original
Hightower (the late Bubba
Smith) and the pixie Laverne
Hooks (Marion Ramsey).

The Academy originals

Lynott banned
Claretains were shocked to
learn this week that ace attacker, and Man Utd fan,
Patrick Lynott has been
banned from Turkey.
The unprecedented move by
Turkish officials is said to be
designed to protect UEFA
official Cüneyt Çakır, who
famously sent off Man Utd
winger Nani last week.
The dramatic stance is rumoured to be purely on the
off chance that Lynott
should bump into him on the
Unwelcome guest: Lynott
street in Turkey.

The film makers have been encouraging Daly to spend time in
the company of a bevy of diminutive beauties, so as they can

establish who would be best to
cast opposite Daly.
“It’s hard going, day in day out,
having all these lovely girls
coming up to you and having
to talk to them” Daly told
friends. “And then there’s all
the drinking I have to do as
part of it.”
Our hearts bleed for you Phil.

Mossie messes up
There was much anger within St
Clarets last week when the truth
behind the recent decision to
ban the club from entering The
Walkabout in Shepherds Bush
became known.
Players were left out in the cold
on a recent club outing when
bouncers refused entry to the
entire party due to concerns
about the ages of some of them.
Only last week it was discovered
that Eamonn Colleran was the
one to which attention was
drawn, as he tried to enter the
bar using his school bus pass.

Mossie’s bus pass photo

